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“Gibson Can Teach an Old Dog New Tricks!”

Well-known Las Vegas Personality ”Ed Bernstein”
With his Dog and Trainer, Mark Gibson. 

OBEDIENCE TRAINING THAT WORKS!
Not a chain, Not multiple trainers in multiple vans 
doing things, Not a sloppy pet store group 
class- Mark Gibson, hands down the most 
experienced trainer and instructor in Nevada. 
Awarded the #1 Top Favorite Pet Services by Las 
Vegas Top 25 for 2015/16. 

If you don't train'em, don't blame'em, 
but get it done right the first time!

So what are you waiting for?
Get your duff and give
Gibson's Canine Classroom a call!
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Where teaching the owner

is as important as
training the dog

Will schedule you a FREE, NO OBLIGATION 
visit to your home to evaluate your dog's 
potential.

No Phone Quotes!
Your dog MUST be seen for an Evaluation.

With Gibson's you'll get more than your
money's worth.

At that time Mark will explain your training
options, how your dog may be expected
to benefit, and you will receive a FREE,
Fair Quote for your dog's program.
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  Mark Gibson personally conducts all his 
classes, rather than turning you over to a less 
experienced subordinate.

  Proper Training saves money where destruc-
tive behavior is a problem.

  Private Classes enable both dog and owner to 
learn with greater ease and better results.

  Basic Commands, plus hand signals and 
off-leash instruction!

  Includes Manners and Behavior Instruction in 
the comfort of the dog owner's home- no 
more loading your dog in the hot car for the 
drive across town!

  Attention to detail other trainers tend to 
overlook.

  Appointments at your convenience.

  Commands Guaranteed!

  Using positive techniques designed to 
educate, rather than intimidate your dog, 
Professional Trainer Mark Gibson 
has over 25 years experience and the
understanding to bring out the best in any 
dog.

  One-on-one Instruction means your dog's 
temperament is understood and respected in 
the training process, contributing to less doggy 
stress and better results.

  Client referrals are always 
appreciated- each new client means potential-
ly many more, so you know Mark gives 100% 
effort on your behalf.

  Less than 1% of dogs are untrainable.

  Even the best group classes can't come 
close to Gibson's private class instruction.

Dog training comes in different formats with 
varying degrees of success. Mark Gibson gives 
you what no other trainer can- Mark Gibson...
Whatever the dog's quirks, problems, age or 
energy level, you can be assured that this is a 
dependable trainer with virtually an encyclo-
pedic knowledge of dog training and the 
subtlety to take the approach that will work 
best with YOUR DOG.
Over the years, Mark's reputation has led to 
numerous newspaper articles and radio + TV 
interviews featuring his expertise. But, training 
involves more than just Mark and your dog, it 
involves YOU. Teaching the owner is as 
important as training the dog. With Gibson's 
Canine Classroom, you get the wisdom of 
years as a trainer coupled with recognition 
that you as the dog's owner need a trainer 
who can patiently review your progress, clearly 
explain the do's and dont's, and help you to 
adjust your handling so that you can attain 
success. Even 8 week old puppies can be 
evaluated for future training. While the best 
age to start most of them is 3 months to 5 
months, Mark has successfully trained dogs 
over 10 years of age. But why wait for 
problems to accumulate?

FREE Evaluation
No one else gives such thorough instruction

at such a reasonable fee.
Training with Boarding also available 

What You Should Know!
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